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An elementary mechanical model of a coupled subduction zone is presented. It is used to study the
transfer of extensional stressesalong the underthrusting plate, and shear stressinteractions between the
plate itself and its thrust contact zone with the overriding plate, during the earthquake cycle.The model
assumesan elastic plate which deforms one dimensionally, has shear drag interactions (treated approximately by the Elsasser procedure) with a Maxwellian viscoelasticmantle, and is subject to steady
gravitational sinking forces.Great thrust earthquakes are simulated as sudden stress-relievingdisplacements at the contact zone between the slab and overriding plate. The model allows analysis of the spaceand time-variable stressesin the main thrust zone, the adjacent oceanic plate, and the subducting slab
over each earthquake cycle. Stress variations leading to outer-rise events are discussed,as well as stress
changesresponsiblefor intraplate seismicitydowndip from the main thrust zone, basedon simulationsof
periodic great earthquakes.The results of simulated slow progressionof deformation (slip) from below
into the thrust contact zone are also presented.Such preslip, occurring over a time scale that is small in
comparisonwith the whole seismiccycle(e.g.,of the order of a tenth or so), is shown to transiently slow
the rate of buildup of, or even relieve, extensional stressesin the slab. In the absence of preslip those
stressesbuild up steadily in time during the latter part of the cycle. The results have implications for
induction of sesimic quiescenceas well as for explaining patterns of seismicity in relation to spatial
position along the underthrusting plate and to time throughout the cycle. Correlations are reported
between the model simulations and seismicityobservationsfrom coupled subduction zones around the
world. The observations include tensional outer-rise events after large subduction earthquakes and
compressionalones in the latter parts of the cycle, normal (tensional) intraplate earthquakes preceding
the main thrust eventsand positioneddowndip from the thrust zones,and interlaced periods of seismic
activity in the lower part of the main thrust zone and in the descendingslab.
1.

INTRODUCTION

underlying mechanism of subduction of the descendingslab,
moderated
and opposedby frictional forcesarising from conThe concept of large earthquakes repeating themselves
along coupled subduction zones has long been recognized tact with the overriding continental plate and from motion
relative to the mantle.
[Fedotov, 1965] and used as the basis underlying seismicgap
As a result of the episodicmotion of the subductingslab, of
predictions [e.g., Mogi, 1969, 1979; Kelleher, 1970, 1972;
Sykes, 1971; Utsu, 1972; Kelleher et al., 1973; Ohtake et al., which the upper part is locked and slides only in the main
1977; McCann et al., 1979]. However, its logical development event, and of the gravitationally driven sinking of the lower
into the idea of earthquake cycles(though usually of different parts of the slab, stressespulsate in time throughout the cycle,
recurrence interval and very often of different length of the with stress transfer interactions occurring between different
regions of the slab and its surroundings. We present here an
main rupture as well) has been slower and has occurred only
elementary model of such stress accumulation and transfer.
in recent years [Gonzalez et al., 1984; McNally and GonzalezBefore doing that we briefly review the observational basis for
Ruiz, 1986; Drnowska et al., 1986; Astiz and Kanarnori, 1986;
such modeling, using our own observations as well as those
Christensen and Ruff, 1983; Korrat and Madariaga, 1986;
reported by others and concentrating on the interactions beSpence, 1987]. The distinction is that the notion of a seismic
tween the thrust contact zone and the subductingplate.
gap involves,essentially,only the area of main thrust earthquake. By comparison, that of an earthquake cycle encompassesspace- and time-dependent phenomena occurring
2. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LOADING PROCESSES
not only in the zone of the main subduction event but also
AND SEISMICITY IN COUPLED SUBDUCTION ZONES
downdip from that zone, including intraplate seismicityin the
To better understand the stressredistribution in space and
descending and overriding slabs [e.g., Shirnazaki, 1978] and time during the earthquake cycle along the downgoing, graviphenomena in the nearby oceanic plate, including outer-rise tationally sinking slab and its zone of contact with the overevents. It includes

the time variation

of stress and hence seis-

micity in all such regions, especially complex seismicity patterns in the area of the future main shock, including eventual
quiescence.All these phenomena are linked together by the

riding continental plate, as well as in the oceanic plate adjacent to the area of the main subduction event, we report here
some observational evidence from coupled subduction zones
around

2.1.

Copyright 1988 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

the world.

Extensional Intraplate Earthquakes

The direct evidence of tensional stresses acting in the
downgoing slab in the latter portions of the earthquake cycle,
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ber 7, 1981 [Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Astiz and Kanamori, 1986] (see Figure 1).
3. Fault plane solutions of April 20, 1949, and March 1,
1934, intermediate-depth earthquakes are consistent with
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steeplydipping normal faults and suggestdowndip tensional
stress [Astiz and Kanamori, 1986]; both events occurred

beforethe May 21, 1960,Chileanearthquake(Figure 1).

Vald•v•a

Aug. 5,1964

1. In the region of La Ligua in north central Chile, an
event of March 28, 1965, on a steeplydipping normal fault
precededby 6 years the large thrust event of July 9, 1971
[Malgrange et al., 1981] (seeFigure 1).
2. The large underthrust Valparaiso event of March 3,
1985, was precededby a normal fault earthquake on Novem-
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4. Seven months before the Ometepec doublet of June 7,
1982 (Middle American Trench zone), a normal earthquake
with mb - 6.3 occurreddowndip,at about a 70-km depth [Lorison, 1986] (seeFigures 9 and 10).
5. In the regionof Colima (Middle AmericanTrench zone)
a normal earthquakeoccurredon February 27, 1966, preceding by 7 yearsthe main underthrustevent of January 30, 1973
[Lovison,1986] (seeFigures 7 and 8).
6. The area downdip of the Playa Azul (October25, 1981)
and Michoacan (September 19, 1985)earthquakes in Mexico

showsextensional
seismicity
on and off for 2-9 yearsbefore
the Playaearthquake[Lovison,1986;McNally et al., 1986]
and a normal event with mb- 5.2 that occurred3.7 months
beforethe Michoacanevent,100km downdipfrom the main

800
750
700
65o
60o
event[McNally et al., 1986]. SeeFigures5 and 6.
Fig. 1. Sequence
of events
for Chileanearthquakes
of May 21,
1960,La Liguaearthquake
of July9, 1971,andValparaiso
earthquakeofMarch3, 1985[afterAstizandKanamori,
1986].
2.2. Outer-RiseEarthquakes
at depths starting from just below the zone of thrust earthquakes and reaching 200-250 km depth, is the occurrenceof
normal, extensional earthquakes in many zones around the
world. These intermediate-term precursory phenomena show
that this particular part of the subduction zone entered the
mature stage of the cycle, though how mature is difficult to
assess,as this kind of seismicitymight happen 15 years before
the main event (as in the Middle American Trench [Gonzalez
et al., 1984; McNally and Gonzalez-Ruiz,1986]) or occur only
a few months before the great subduction earthquake (e.g.,
before the Michoacan 1985 earthquake [McNally et al.,
1986]). The presenceof large normal earthquakes,downdip
from interface thrust zones, that preceded large gap-filling
subductioneventshas been reported for Chile [Malgrange and
Madariaga, 1983; Astiz and Kanamori, 1986] and Peru
[Dewey and Spence, 1979; Beck and Ruff, 1984]. Dmowska et
al. [1986] presented a simple mechanical model of subduction
in coupled subduction zones, rationalizing the existence of
such earthquakes. Lovison [1986] identified such earthquakes
before recent large subduction events in the Middle American
Trench area. McNally et al. [1986] investigatedthe presence
of normal eventsbefore the Michoacan 1985 earthquake.
Also, geodetic data from different subduction zones in
Japan suggestthat slip occurs at depths downdip from the
interface thrust zones before great earthquakes.The presence
of such slowly acting slip is also evidenceof tensional stresses
occurring deeper in the slab before great subduction earthquakes;this has been discussedand modeledby Thatcher and
Rundle [1979, 1984].
Here

we will

list some additional

observational

evidence

concerning large normal earthquakes occurring before gapfilling subduction events.

We will now look for possible signs of space- and timedependentstressesduring the whole earthquake cycle in the
outer-risezones,that is, zonesof oceaniclithosphereadjacent
to subductionregions.The areas of outer rise are thought to
be under bending stresses[Chapple and Forsyth, 1979; Forsyth, 1982; Chen and Forsyth, 1978; Ward, 1983, 1984]. However, as pointed out by Christensenand Ruff [1983], these
areas are also showingsignsof stressesrelated to spatiotemporal variation of activity of interplate thrust earthquakes.
For coupled subduction zones the outer-rise events are com-

pressional prior to large subduction zone earthquakes
[Christensenand Ruff, 1983] and tensionalafter large subduction events,as the tensionalstressfrom slab pull is temporarily transmitted to the outer rise. We are inclined to assume,on
the basis of our modeling and observations, that the additional pulsatingtension-compression
stressesassociatedwith
earthquakecycles(seelater discussion)are perhapssufficient
to cause the observed change of mechanism of outer-rise
events.The magnitude of the pulsatingstressesmight not be
very large, but they superposeon the more or less steady
bending stresseswhich may be near to conditions for either
extensionalor compressionalfailure at differentdepths.
First, let us note here that only tensionalouter-riseevents
are found for uncoupled subduction zones (Kermadec, Java,
New Hebrides, Marianas, and Izu-Bonin [Christensen and
Ruff, 1983-1),suggestingthat the slab there is constantlyunder
tensiondue to the slab pull. The only exceptionis the TongaKermadec Trench, which has both tensional and compressionalevents[Christensenand Ruff, 1983].
As Christensenand Ruff [1983] note, about 60% of the
known tensionalouter-riseeventsoccur in the coupledzones.
Of the 34 tensional events in coupled zones, at least 28 occurred after large subduction events. Twenty-three of those
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eventsoccurred within a 15-year period following some of the

Aug. 3, 1978

largestsubductioneventsin recenthistory (Rat Islands,1965,
five events;Aleutian Islands, 1957, six events; Kurile Islands,
1963, four events; Chile, 1960, five events; Alaska, 1964, one
event; Kamchatka, 1952, one event; and Hokkaido, 1952, one
event).

One more extensional(normal) outer-rise event is reported
by Korrat and Madariaga [1986], namelythe eventof Septem-

Aug. 18, 1964 /
I

+

ber 25, 1971, in Chile, occurring oceanward of the large subduction event of July 9, 1971.

I
'l
I

For compressionalouter-rise eventswe make the following

Oct. 4, 1983

observations:

1. On October 16, 1981, and February 25, 1982, there were

two compressionalouter-rise events oceanward of the 1906
earthquakezone in Chile, the cyclein this place being closed
by the Valparaiso subductionevent of March 3, 1985 [Korrat
and Madariaga, 1986]. The time span between the outer-rise
events and the underthrust main earthquake is 4 and 3 years,
respectively.
2. Also in Chile, oceanward and north of the 1922 rupture
zone, there was a compressionalouter-rise event on August
18, 1964 [Christensen and Ruff, 1983], with rnb = 6.1. We
searched this area for further events, and we found that on

August 3, 1978, there was an intermediate-depthnormal
earthquakewith rnb= 6.3 (depth of 49 km, from the International SeismologicalCentre (ISC) catalog), downdip from the
main zone of thrust subduction earthquakes. This was followed on October 4, 1983, by a main thrust event, closing the

cyclein this part of the subductionboundary (rn• = 6.4, depth
of 15 km, from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) catalog).
The sequence,and the 10-day aftershock area for the main
event, are presented in Figure 2.
3. Oceanward of the Kurile Islands gap there were two

compressionalouter-riseevents,on March 16, 1963, and De-

-28.0

-73.0

-70.0

Fig. 2. Sequenceof eventsfor northern Chile earthquakeof October
4, 1983(mb = 6.4).

stressingprocessesin our modeling, especially with notions of
progression of loading from downdip to the thrust zone
during the later half or so of the cycle and of stress interactions between preslip in the thrust zone and transient unloading of the descending slab, possibly related to intervals of
quiescencethere. Our data come from recently assembledobservations on different zones of large earthquakes in the
Middle American Trench [Lovison, 1986]. We are using the
ISC catalog up to December 1984, and the preliminary determination of epicenters catalog subsequently, for earthquakes

with mb > 4.0. We showthe seismicityfor eachcasein the plot
of epicentral distance from the trench versus time, for space

windows hugging the aftershock zones of main underthrust
eventsand going downdip, along the subductingslab.
Figure 3 presentsthe area of the Petatlan earthquake of
compressionalouter-riseeventon July 2, 1974,followedby an
March
14, 1979 (mo= 6.3), for earthquakeswith rno> 4.0 and
underthrust doublet on January 14, 1976 [Christensen and
Ruff, 1983]. The time span betweentheseearthquakesis 1.5 the time window of January 1, 1964, to October 31, 1986. The
aftershock zone of the Petatlan earthquake is marked. The
years.

cember 2, 1971 [Christensenand Ruff, 1983].
4. In the Tonga-Kermadec Islands region there was a

5. It is plausiblethat the October 11, 1940, earthquakein
southern Chile is a compressionalouter-rise event I-Astiz and
Kanamori, 1986], which occurred 20 years before the large
May 21, 1960, Chile earthquake.

dotted line surrounds the area of our search, of which the
results are shown in Figure 4.

In this figure the seismicity is presented in the plot of epicentral distance from the trench versus time. The period of

higher activity in the downdip zone coincides here with
quiescenceupdip (for the period up to 1969),which is followed
2.3. Loading Episodes,Interactions Along Slab
by the activation of the updip zone, close to the area of the
and Quiescence
future main event, for the period 1969-1975. This latter period
Now we turn to more subtle seismicity observations on is much more quiet in the downdip zone. Then the area downloading episodes,that is, trends of updip progression of seis- dip gets activated again (in 1976), with quiescenceupdip, folmicity during the whole earthquake cycle, that are cited in lowed by a foreshock sequencein the updip area, preceding
subsections 2.1 and 2.2. In our pursuit of observations con- the main event. The observed pattern of activity shows how
cordant with the idea of stressespulsating during the whole the loading from downdip seems to activate the updip zone,
earthquake cycle in the mode suggestedby our modeling and, and how activity updip can perhaps transiently unload the
also, with the idea of progressiveloading of the locked thrust slab.
Figure 5 showsthe setting of our searchfor seismicitypatzone coming from below and caused by the sinking slab, we
will concentrate here on ephemeral phenomena of seismicity terns associated with the Playa Azul earthquake of October
patterns of small earthquakes (m• _>4.0), treating their oc- 25, 1981 (mb= 6.3), of which resultsare presentedin Figure 6,
currence as a kind of stressgauge, that is, as a sign of higher again in the plot of epicentral distancefrom the trench versus
stresses in the area. Here we would not claim that the obtime. In the period shown before the main event it appears
served seismic patterns indicate unambiguously the stress that when the downdip zone of normal earthquakes is active
transfersand interactions taking place in the subduction pro- the updip thrust zone is quiet and vice versa. Also, there is
cess.However, it does appear that they can be interpreted in a
manner which is not discordant with the general notions of

relative seismic quiescencein the thrust zone prior to the main
event.
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Fig. 3. Seismicity
in the areaof Petatlan(Mexico)for the timeperiodJanuary1, 1964,to October31, 1986.The dotted
line surroundsthe area of our search,and the dashedline showsthe aftershockzone of the Petatlan earthquakeof March
14, 1979(mb = 6.3).

June 7, 1982, and Figure 10 presentsthe results.There is a
relative quiescencein the area of the future event for the
periodMay 1975to January1979(44 months),with fewearthquakeshappeningduring that time, all with mb _<5. Before
that period, during 1971-1972, the area updip showsa mixture of normal and thrust events(the mechanismsare shown

Figure 7 shows our search area for seismicitypatterns associated with the Colima earthquake of January 3, 1973, of
which results are presentedin Figure 8. Here, for the limited
period covered before the main event the downdip area of
normal earthquakesis slightly active, with someseismicityin
the lower thrust zone of the main event, and then the downdip
area turns quiet, with seismicityconcentratedin the thrust
zone updip. This is followed by quiescence,lasting for 23
months.

whenever known).
These and other observationsof seismicitypatterns for large
subduction events in Mexico [Lovison, 1986] encourage us to

Figure 9 showsthe settingof our searchfor seismicitypatterns associated with the Ometepec double earthquakes of

hypothesizethat at least in some casesthe equivalentof a
concentrated deformation front (modeled later as preslip)
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Fig. 5. Seismicity
in theareaof PlayaAzul(Mexico)
for thetimeperiodJanuary
1, 1964,to October31, 1986.The

dotted line surroundsthe area of our search,and the dashedline showsthe aftershockzoneof the Playa Azul earthquake
of October 25, 1981½%= 6.3).

centrationsin the slab below such a progressingdeformation

enters,from below, the thrust zone of the future large earth-

quake.It relievesstressthere as it progresses
upwardand front. Continued gravitationally, gradually this process rebuilds shear stresson the now quieter thrust zone.

manifestsitself as seismicactivity. If big enough,such preslip
could, as suggestedby our modeling,significantlybut tran-

3.

ELEMENTARY MODEL OF STRESSACCUMULATION

sientlylower the stresses
in the slab downdipof the thrust
AND TRANSFER IN COUPLED SUBDUCTION ZONES
zone,causingquiescence
there.Also,the appearanceof normal
DURING THE EARTHQUAKECYCLE
eventsjust below that zone which we presumeto undergo
Models
of
stress
accumulation and transfer in coupled subpreslip(as observedfor the Ometepecarea around 1972,
Figure 10)can be rationalizedby local extensionalstresscon- ductionzonesduringthe earthquakecycleare usuallydirected
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to the area of main thrust event, with consideration of the

near-trench areas on one side of such zones and the overriding
continental plate on the other. They have been constructed
primarily for comparisons with geodetic observations of
space- and time-variable surface deformation in the regions of
great subduction earthquakes [Fitch and Scholz, 1971; Nut
and Mavko, 1974; Smith, 1974; Bishke, 1974; Scholz and Kato,
1978; Melosh and Fleitout, 1982; Melosh and Raftsky, 1983;
Savage, 1983; Thatcher and Rundle, 1979, 1984]. Some of the
models have involved dislocatedelastic layers over viscoelastic
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half-spaces.Their purpose is to understand the slow deformation processesin zonesof great subductioneventsand thus
to gain an insightinto the recurrenceof large earthquakes.
The model we presenthere encompassesthe deformation of
a larger area, namely the oceaniccrust adjacentto the zone of
large subductionearthquakes,the thrust zone itself, and the
part of the downgoingslab to depths of around 200-250 km,
that is, before it enters the zone of higher resistancefrom the
surrounding mantle. It specificallytreats the underthrusting
plate as a stressguide. The model is an extremely simple one,
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Fig.9. Seismicity
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(Mexico)
for thetimeperiodJanuary
1, 1964,to October
31, 1986.The
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tweenthe downgoingslaband the overridingcontinentalplate
unlockscompletelyonly in greatthrustearthquakes.

but it accountsfor severalimportant featuresassociatedwith

the earthquakecycleand allowsus to gainsomeinsightinto

The locked contact zone undergoesa transition to a more
interactionsbetweendifferentparts of the slab.We seekcorreductile
shearzone, which broadensinto an asthenosphere
belationsbetweenour modelpredictionsand seismicityobservations from around the world, as reported in the previoussec- tween the descendingslab and the overriding continental

plate.Thispictureencompasses
the downgoing
slabup to the
Figure11ashowstheoceaniclithosphere
withthethickness depthwherethe sinkingmotion is more or lessconstant:at
is thoughtto resistthe sinkH dippingunderthe continentalplateand into the astheno- greaterdepthsthe asthenosphere

tion.

sphere,
withaverage
velocityVet.The subduction
process
is ing evenmore as the slab thickens.

Observethat the fieldsof stresses
t•i•and displacement
rates

intermittent in that the locked cool brittle contact zone be-
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bations are considered, and simple Elsasserrepresentationsof
the viscoelasticshear coupling are adopted. While the results
of such a model are perhaps as much qualitative as quantitative, the model does seem to incorporate the essential overall
physics of stress guiding and interactions in the subduction
environment. The model has the virtue of simplicity and is
tractable in a form which allows study of rather complex

(a)

x:0 x:z••
(b)

ocean
plate

Vp•

thrust
J

'-

The equations defining the model are as follows. Equilibrium requires that

contact
Jdescending
slab
"--

t

-'--

.---1/. •

stress transfers and interactions.

-

H r3a'(x,t)/r3x = z[(x, t) + zb'(x, t)

•'

(2)

velocityVpt.(b) One-dimensional
modelfor perturbativestressing
of

Here x is the coordinate running along the plate, a' is the
thicknessaverageof local extensionalstressesof type %•', and
r,' and %' are the resistiveshear stresses(Figure 11b) acting,
respectively,on the top and bottom surface of the plate. The
plate is assumed to extend elastically, under plane strain con-

plate due to intermittent slip along thrust contact zone.

ditions, so that

u'(x,
t) •T•(

[(•,tt))

Fig. 11. (a) Subductingoceaniclithosphere,descendingat average

,'(x, t)= [2tt/(1 -- v)]•u'(x, t)/c•x

fii at positionr (= x, y, z) in space,near the subductionzone,
and at time t may be given the representations

(3)

where u' is the thicknessaverage of local displacementsof type

u•',/• is the shearmodulus,and v is the Poissonratio.

The region --oc < x < 0 is referred to as the ocean plate,
0 < x < z as the thrust contact zone (later we take z equal to
Here the fields•ij"(r), fii"(r)denotean imaginedsteadysub- 3H), and z < x < oc as the descendingslab. Shear resistance
ducting state with the following characteristics'
r t' is equal to 0 along the ocean plate, whereasr,' along the
1. The fields are driven by body forces from density mis- descendingslab (z < x < oc) and %' everywhere (--oc < x <
match (slab pull, ridge push).
+ oc) are assumed to follow the Maxwellian viscoelasticcou2. The forcesare opposedby long-term viscousflow resist- pling
ance in the asthenospherebelow the underthrusting plate and
r3u'(x,t)/•t = (b/!•)[r3z'(x,t)/r3t+ (1/t•)z'(x, t)]
(4)
in the wedge between it and the overriding plate and by slow
bending resistanceof the underthrusting plate.
where r' stands for %' on -oc < x < + oc or for r,' on z <
3. The slip rate /k" alongthe thrustcontactzoneis imx < oc. This is a generalized Elsasser approximation to the
posed,artificially,asbeinguniformin time,with A" = Vvtt.
coupling, as in previous work by Rice [1980], Lehner et al.
The steady state may be regarded as representing an [1981], Lehner and Li [1982], and Li and Rice [1983, 1987].
average of the displacement rates over many earthquake
The relaxation time for the shearcouplingis t,, and b is an
cycles,and the magnitudes of ti['(r) along the face of the slab

aij = aij"(r)+ •u'(r, t)

fii = a/'(r) + a/(r, t)

(1)

effectivescalelengthof the couplingdeformation.The primary

arecompatible
with Vvt.
features of this description are that sudden plate displaceHencethefieldsau'(r,t), tii'(r,t) areto beregarded
aspertur- ments u' are resistedelastically by suddenly developed shear

bations from the steady statejust described,due to the irregular slippage in the thrust zone. Their characteristics are as
follows'

1. They are driven by the difference slip function, A'(x,

t)-----A(x,t)- V•tt,alongthe thrustcontactzone(wherex is
the position coordinate along that zone and A(x, t) is the total
slip function there).

2. The stresses
au' equilibratezero bodyforces,sincethe
ao"alreadyequilibrate
thegravitational
forcing.
3. There is viscoelastic (rather than steady viscous) resistance of the asthenospherebeneath the underthrusting plate
and in the wedge between it and the overriding plate, since
now the stressesand strain rates vary in time. The subducting
and overriding plates respond elastically.
The viscoelasticresponseto the perturbative fields should
be described, strictly, as the responseto a time-dependent perturbation from the steady strain rate field associated with

tii"(r). If that viscoelasticperturbative responseis approximated as being described,as here, by linear constitutive rela-

stressesr' - tin'lb and that in the absenceof ongoing displacement the resistiveshear stressessimply relax in time, in Maxwell form. The correspondingrelation adopted along the
thrust contact zone, 0 < x < z, incorporatesthe same type of
elasticresponseto suddenplate displacementu' in the absence

of sliptherebutin thepresence
of slipA'(x,t) (= A(x,t) - V•tt)
along the thrust contactmakesthe responsethere proportional to u' -

A'. Thus

rt'(x, t) = tt[u'(x, t)-

A'(x, t)]/b

on0<x<z.

Mechanically, equations (4) and (5) correspond to approximating the surroundings of the plate as a continuously distributed array of elastic spring elements and inelastic elements
arranged in series. The inelastic elements are of viscous type,

displacingat rate br'/ttt•, in (4) and of simple frictional type
with displacement A' in (5). This approximation gives local
relations between the displacement and stress variables,

tions,then the ao'(r,t) as well as the ti[(r, t) havezero time

whereas

average.

example,the resistiveshearstresses
r'(•, •) shouldactuallybe

the actual

relation

between

them

is nonlocal.

For

In the present work we addressthe perturbation fields. This
is done in the context of a highly simplified one-dimensional
model of the underthrusting plate, as in Figure 1lb, for which
only extensional and compressional deformation pertur-

regarded as functional of u'(x, t) and A'(x, t) over all x for
which the latter are defined and, because of the viscoelastic

nature of response,over all t < œ.We discussin AppendixA
how to choose the parameter b. It is suggestedthere that a
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A(x,t)

suitable choice, in order to have an approximately correct
relation betweensuddenstressdrop and averageslip along the
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for O-•x_<z

thrust contact, is that b = 2.3H when z = 3H.

The specificationof A(x, t), with rate averaging over time to

t

V•t at eachx, generates
by the abovesystemof equations
(2)-(5) histories of extensional stress perturbations a'(x, t)
along the plate and shear stressperturbations•%'(x,t) along
the thrust zone that we plot in the representative cases to

•
-T

I

I

T

2T

t (time)
=

follow.

It is important to recognizethat thoseplots of a' and
representonly the cyclic (perturbative) parts of the stresses.
Each averagesin time to zero becauseof the linear perturbativeconstitutivedescriptionadopted.Hence comparison
of stressesas plotted at different locations x should not be

b

used to draw inferences on differences of absolute stress levels

[ZX'(x,t)
=A(x,t)Vp!
t

at thoselocations.The magnitudesand spatialdistributionsof
the stresses
a" and z/' of the steadilysubductingstate,which
may also be interpreted as the time averagesof stressesover
several earthquake cycles, have not been determined here.
Consideration of the gravitational loading of subducting
plates, as reviewed recently by Spence[1987], does, however,
Fig. 12. (a) The slip history A along the thrust contact zone, with
periodiceventswith
allow somecharacterizationof thesetime averagestresses.For averagetimerate equalto Vvt,whichdescribes
time T. (b) The slip history A', which drives the perexample,the presumeddominanceof slab pull as a driving recurrence
turbative fields and hence controls the time variation of stress.
forcesuggeststhat a" will correspondto extensionalstressesin
regions of the plate downdip from the thrust contact zone,
that is, in the subductingslab zone of Figure 11. Also, since

to A'(x,t) = A'(x)eixtand to
flexureof the plateis significantupdipfrom the thrustcontact problem(u',a', z/, %')in response
superpose
these
according
to
the
above
seriesfor A'(x, t). Detoward the outer rise, we may expect •" to have a strong
bendingcomponentthere, that is, to be extensionalat shallow
depthand compressional
at greaterdepthin the plate.

tails are given in Appendix B.
Given

the dimensionless

manner

in which

the results

are

plotted in the following figures, the solutions depend on only
We wish to use our stress calculations to draw inferences on
the induction of moderate seismicity,as documentedin the two parameters.These are z/H and tr/T. We show resultsin
earlier discussion.While the connectionsbetweenstressing Figures 13-15 for a case in which the thrust contact zone
and seismicityare not clear in detail, the followinghypothesis width z is equal to 3/-/(H = 30 km would be representativefor
seemsjustified: Seismicityis inducedwhen stressesare large the Middle American Trench off Mexico) and the relaxation
and increasing.Here, by "large" in a seismicallyactive zone time tr is equal to 0.14T (e.g., t• = 5-10 years if T = 35-70

undergoingearthquakecycleswe mean of a magnitudeap-

years).

proximately comparable to the largest stressesof the same
type that occurred in previouscycles.The attribute "increasing" is necessaryin the sensethat reduction of stresswill shut
off seismicity(althougha large enoughreductioncould induce

Figure 13 showsthe shear stressr t' throughout the cycle at
two locations along the thrust contact zone, one toward the
lower border

at x = 2.9H

and the other toward

the middle

at

x - 1.6/-/. Each stressshown here and subsequentlyis strictly

seismicityof a differentmode,e.g.,with reverseslip).
O. oe

(1- u) r•H
2 t• V• T

3.1. Resultsfor Simple Thrust Earthquake Cycles

In thefirstcasewe assume
that A(x,t)jumpsby VvtTeverywhere along the thrust contact zone after each lapse of earthquake cycle time T but remains constant in the interseismic
period (Figure 12). Shortly, more elaborate spatially nonuniform slip histories A(x, t) will be considered which are still
consistentwith periodic earthquake cycles.In those, A has net

increase
VvtTat eachlocationx aftera lapseof cycletime T

O. 04

/

but has different detailed time histories by which that
common increase accumulates at different locations x along
the thrust

contact

zone.

The method of solution beginswith expanding A'(x, t) in a

. •.

.fit

O.
0•) . I , I , I • I ß-'•• ß ! , I , • ß I

-o. o•

OO.
I 0.2/•0.5
0.8
0.7
O.•
0.9
l,O
1.6

Fourierseries
for thesawtooth
difference
function,
A -- V•t, of
Figure 12. Thus
-0.

A'(x,
t)=(V__•)Re
I• (!•e2nint/T]
O<X
<g (6)
n=l kin/

_1

OB

Pi•. 13. Shear stressperturbation ;,' alon• the thrust contact

zone, due to periodic events of Figure 12. The zone extends from

Here Re denotes"real part." Thus the approach is to generate

x = 0 to x = 3H, and • = 0.14T. Thc history of this and all othcr
stressesshown subsequentlyfor 0 < UT < 1 repeats periodically on

solutionsof typef'(x, t) - f'(x)eix' for all variablesof the

1 < UT < 2, 2 < UT < 3, etc.
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Fig. 15. Extensionalstressperturbationa' updip from thrust contact, toward the outer rise, shown at x = 0, --H, -2H, --3H, and

Fig. 14. Extensional
stress
perturbation
a' in thesubducting
slab

downdipfromthethrustcontactat x = 3H, 4H, 5H, and6H, andat

--4H.

location x = 2H beneath the thrust contact.

periodicso that the historyshownon 0 < t/T < 1 repeatson
1 <t/T

Thusin theearlyportionof thecyclewhena' is positivethe

< 2, etc. The stressaccumulation is nonlinear in time

effectis to producelargeshallowextensionala but to diminish

with halfthe earthquakestressdropbeingregainedin thefirst

thecompressional
a at greaterdepthsin theplate.Similarly,

37% of the cycle. Of course,the stresshistoriesare consistent in the laterportionsof the cyclewhena' begins
to diminish

with a relativeabsenceof thrustseismicity
in the earlierpor- and become
negativethe effectis to producelargecomprestionsof the cycleby comparison
to later portionswhenhigh sional a at depth but to diminish the extensionala in the
shear stresseshave been recovered.The simplemodel is not
able to deal realistically with the inevitable stress con-

shallowerparts of the plate. The first featureis consistentwith
the observedextensionalseismicitytoward the outer rise dis-

centration
at thelowerportionof thethrustcontactzone(rt'

cussed
previously,
in theearlypart of theearthquake
cycle.As

would have a crack-tip-likesingularityat x = 3H in an exact the curvesfor x = --H to --4H in Figure15 show,the stress
analysisbasedon the boundaryconditions
imposedhere).
a motivating
suchseismicity
continues
to increase
for up to

Figure14 showsthe extensional
stressa' in the descending
slab at locations downdip from the thrust contact between
x=O

x = 3H and x = 6H and also at a location beneath the thrust

x=z(=3H)

contactat x = 2H. The most severevariationsin stressoccur,
as expected,at the downdip edge of the thrust contact zone at
x = 3H, and the stress variations attenuate with distance
downdip in the slab.

To interprettheseresultsin termsof seismicity,recall that
total stressa is equal to a" + a' and that becauseof the domi-

nanceof slab pull in drivingthe subductionprocessthe timeindependent mean stressa" will be of extensional character in

the part of the descending
slabconsidered.
Thus one expects
thetotal stressa to be extensional
at all times.Not onlyis the

zone mid-position
x/H

=

2.91

(A)

t/T

: 0.775

2.72

0.800

2.53

0.825

2.34

magnitudeof a reducedby the greatearthquake,but as shown
by the curvesfor x = 4H, 5H, and 6H in Figure 14, a within

2.15

the descendingslab continues to reduce for 15-30% of the
next earthquake cycle. These results are consistent with the

1,78
1.59

relativeabsence
of extensional
seismicity
in theslabduringthe

0.75

first half or so of the cycle,as noted earlier, whereasthe increasesof a in the latter part of the cycleare consistentwith

time of rupture

(B)

0.850
0.875

1.97

0.900

(C)

0.925
0.950

(D)

1.oo

Fig. 16. The thrustcontactzonedividedinto two parts,one(with
1.5H < x < 3H) which preslipsand partially drops its stressbefore
completionof cycleof durationT, and another(with 0 < x < 1.5H)

thereactivation
at that timeof extensional
normalfaulting.
Figure 15 showsthe extensionalstressa' updip from the which remainslockedand slipsonly during the main event,by
thrustcontactin a regionof oceanplate extendingfrom the amount V•,T. The preslipzone also slipsduringthe main event,to
lT andpreslip.For numerical
purtrench (approximatelyat x = 0) over negative values of x makeup the deficitbetweenVt,
toward the outer rise. The time-independentmean stressa"

shouldcorrespond
to a bendingdistributionin the vicinityof
the outer rise, which is extensionalat shallowdepthsand
compressionalat greater depths in the plate, and the timedependent extensional stress a' shown is added to it to form
the total stress a = a" + a'.

poses,the preslipzoneis dividedinto eightsectorswhichmoveonly
at discretetimes,spacedby T/40--0.025T. Preslipis represented
as
an episodein whichthe slip zone startsat the lowestpoint of the
thrustcontactat x = 3H and propagatesupwardto x- 1.5H at a
uniformrateovertimeinterval0.2T. Oncea sectoris traversed
by the
slip zone,i.e.,once"ruptured,"it slipsfor all subsequent
time in the
cycleto maintainfixed stressdrop At. Sector-by-sector
advanceof the
slipzoneis indicatedin thelowerpart of thefigure.
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30% of the next cycle,suggesting
a prolongedperiodof extensionalseismicity.The later changestoward compressive
a as
the cyclegoeson are consistent
with an absenceof extensional
seismicitytoward the outer rise in the later portionsof the

cyclebut with occasional
compressive
(or thrust)seismicity
in
that region of the oceanplate, as observedin casesnoted
earlier.

The shapesof the curvesin Figures 14 and 15 reflect a
competitionbetweenstressdiffusionfrom the unloadingevent
alongthethrustzoneandcontinuedloadingfromthe ongoing
subductionprocess.The former is important in the earlier
portionsof the cycleand dominatesthe shapeof the curves
there,producingthe localextremain a. It is a negligibleeffect
in the later portionsof the cyclewherestressaccumulationis
dominatedby the ongoingloading process.

-O.

05

3.2. Interactions BetweenPreslip in the Thrust Contact
Fig. 18a

Zone and Slab Stressing

The previousdiscussion
of seismicitynoted regionsalong
the Middle American Trench where the lower portions of the

thrust contactzone undergoperiodsof active seismicity,es-

o.o'" (1- •')o"H
2t•vptT

peciallyduringthelatterhalfor soof thecycle.In somecases
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Fig.18. Extensional
stress
perturbation
a' downdip
fromthrust

ooe
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D contact
at
x=3H,
4H
5H,
and
6H
for
(a)
small
AT
and
(b)
large
Fig. 17a

these periods of activity appearedto precedetemporary

quiescence
of extensional
seismicity
downdipin the slab.It
seems
plausible
thatseismicity
of thrusttypein thelower,and

o.oe[(l_•,)r•H
21• V•,•T

hencehotter,regionsof the thrustcontactzone could be a
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signof a partiallyaseismic
presliptakingplacetherewellprior
to slipin the greatearthquake.
Suchpreslipbelowa cooler,
more firmly lockedfault zone occursin the Tse and Rice
[1986]simulations
of slipdevelopment
throughout
thestrike
slipearthquake
cyclebasedon frictional
constitutive
relations
dependenton sliprate,history,and temperature.
Here we reportmodelcalculations
basedon the sameparametersas beforebut with the assumptionthat the lower half
of the thrust contact zone between x = 1.5H and x - 3H un-

-o.

04

dergoes
preslip.As suggested
by Figure16,we represent
the
preslipasan episode
in whicha slipzonestartsat thelowest
portionof thethrustcontactzone,at x - 3H, andextends
at a
uniformrate up to x- 1.5H over a time intervalAt- T/5.
For computational
purposes
the preslipregionis subdivided
Fig. 17b
into eightequalzones,brokenconsecutively
by the propagatFig. 17. Shearstressperturbation
rt' at variouspointsalong ing slip eventwith time intervalT/40 betweensuccessive
thrustcontact
zonefor(a)smallstress
dropATand(b)largeAz.Refer
to Figure16forlocations
ofpoints
labeled
A, B,C (inpreslip
zone), breaks.Breakingis takento meanthat the shearstressr, is
suddenly
reduced
by somefixedstress
dropAT.In thesecalcuand D (main rupture zone).
D

-O.

08
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o.o••

(1-

locationsx updip in the slab and along the oceanplate (negative x values) toward the outer rise. Figure 20 shows a' at
x = 2H, a location traversed by the preslip episode, which
therebycreatesa large transientstresspulsethere.
We note from Figure 18 that preslip episodeslike those
consideredcan appreciablyreducethe rate of growth of extensional stressin the descendingslab and, if large enough, can
even transiently reversethe late-cycle buildup of extensional
stressthere. Figure 19 shows similar but more modest effects
on compressionalstress updip in the plate. These transient
unloading effectswithin the subductingplate occur while the
still locked thrust zone segment(D of Figure 16) continuesto
experiencean every rising shear stress,as seenin Figure 17.
The scenariojust described provides a possiblemechanism
for seismic quiescencebefore great subduction zone earthquakes.What seemsto be required is a preslip episode,which
significantlydrops shear stressin the slipped region, over a
relatively short fraction of the whole cycle time, but whose

0

' ..72:•
.......
7:'-'x....

-0.

Fig. 19a

0.05 •

01

I•.• (1-•,)dH

[ continued
propagation
undip
inthe
thrust
zone
(and
hence,
one assumes,
continued generation
of thrust
zone
seismicity)
is
blocked by encounter with a strong asperity. The interactive
reductions of downdip extension and updip compressionin

o.o•
[ (1- v)dH
•V•T-

O.0%

_..o,

0

Fig. 19b

o.o•
oao'•
o'a
o'4
•' . .... Io

Fig. 19. Extensionalstressperturbation a' updip, toward outer
rise, at x = 0, -H, -2H, --3H, and -4H for (a) small Az and (b)
large At.
-0.

o$

lations we assume that once a zone breaks, it stays broken
such that the stressh there remainsat the reducedlevel for
the remainder of the cycle. As part of what then turns out to
(1- •,)o"H
be a rather elaborate calculation (Appendix B gives details),
2•V•T
we calculate the slip history A(x, t) at each broken segment
which is necessaryto keep r t reducedthere. However, to save
computing and programming time, we readjust the stresses
back down to their proper level only after each time interval
T/40 so that the preslip accumulates in eight steps over 20%
of the cycle, rather than continuously.
,
i
,
i
Figure 17 showsthe resultsfor h at the three locations(A, o.o%
......
B, and C) of Figure 16 through which the preslip propagates
and at location D at the center of the remaining part of the
thrust contact that ruptures only during the great earthquake
at t = T. Figures 17a and 17b representthe respectivecasesof
modest and large stressdrop Ar in the preslip. Figures 18-20
are divided similarly. In the large Ar case the stressh during
the preslip is reducedby 75% of its total reduction to the level

just afterthe greatearthquake(at t = T +, corresponding
also
to t = 0 + in the periodicmodel).
Figure 18 shows histories of extensional stress a' at lo-

Fig. 20a

t/T
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i
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Fig. 20b

Fig. 20. Extensionalstressperturbationa' at locationx = 2H,

cations
alongthedescending
slabdowndip
fromthebottomof beneath
preslip
zone(andtraversed
bypropagating
slipfrontat the
the thrust contact (x _>3H). Figure 19 shows a' at various timeindicatedby thearrow),for (a) smallAz and(b)large
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the plate, describedabove,stop the seismicityfrom thoseregionstoo. The blockingasperitymay,in fact,simplybe a zone
of cooler (shallower)and hencestrongerbut more brittle material, whose eventual penetrationby accumulatingshear

occurrenceof both types of events,as seenin Figure 1 before
the Valparaiso earthquake of November 7, 1981, and in
Figure 2 before the northern Chile earthquake of October 4,
1983, looks very promising as an intermediate-term precursor
stresstriggersthe final instability.
to large subduction earthquakes. Further search of seismic
Similar mechanismsprovide a possiblebasis for interlaced catalogs has revealed other combinations of this type, some
periods of seismicityand quiescence,as we have shown for completedby large subductioneventsand somenot yet comsome regions along the Middle American Trench. Devel- pleted [Dmowskaand Lovison,1988].
opmentsof large extensionalstresses
from slab pull transfers

shearstressto the thrustcontactzone.A preslipepisodeinduced by these stressescould transientlyunload the extensional stressin the descendingslab through the mechanism

APPENDIX A' CHOICE OF PARAMETER b

Working with the equations of the one-dimensional model
describedby equations(2), (3), and (4), supposethat the stress
r t is suddenly dropped by the uniform amount z along the
mately, the ongoing loading effects redevelop extensional thrust contact zone 0 < x < z. The surroundingsrespond elasstresses
in the slab,and thesetransferyet greatershearstresses tically, and the sudden displacement u in the plate is such that

described
abovebut couldultimatelybecomeblockedby encounterof the advancingslipfront with strongasperities.
Ulti-

to the thrust contact,enablingmore advanceof the preslip
zonethereas it penetratessomeof the blockingasperities,
but
possiblyalsoproducingyet anothertransientunloadingin the
descending
slab.A plausiblepatternof seismicityto go with
this conjectured
scenariois as follows:extensionalseismicity
in the descending
slab(signifyingthe high stresses),
initiation
of thrustzoneseismicity
(startof preslipepisode)with induced
quiescence
in the slab,quiescence
in the thrustzone(blockage
by asperities),
reactivationof the slab(ongoingloading),and
reinitiationof thrustzone seismicity(penetrationof blocking
asperities)with possiblereinductionof quiescence
in the slab.
The resultsof Figure20 showthat an advancingslip front
induced significant extensional stress in the slab below. Although we do not addressit here, there would also be com-

B d2u/dx2 must be equal to u on --oo < x < O, u -- bz/# on
0 < x < z, and 2u on z < x < oo. Here B -- 2bH/(1 -- v). The
solution for u is constructedby requiring that u and du/dx be
continuous.The resulting expressionon 0 < x < z is

.=

bz

[2(1+ x/•)-- (1+ x/•)e
2•(•+ v/•)
- 2x/•e-{Z-x)/B'/2
+ (x//•- 1)e
-{2•-x)/•/2] (A1)

The correspondingsudden slip A along the thrust contact may
be calculatedfrom (5) as u + br/#, and the averagevalue • of
A over the zone 0 < x < z is

a=

br

{4z(1
+ x//•)- BX/2(1
--e-•/•/2)

2#z(1
+ x//•)
pressionalstresses
inducedsimilarlyin the overridingplate.
Some of the seismicityinducedby slip advancein a thrust
ß[(1+ 3x/•) -- (v/5- 1)e-:/•'/:]} (A2)
zone may be from theseadjoiningregions.The particularloIn comparison,the averageslip 2[ for a shearfault of width
cationx ---2H, at whicha' is shownin Figure20, is traversed
z, penetrating the boundary of an elastic half-space and susin the sixth(markedby arrow) of the eight stepsof preslip
taining a uniform stressdrop z under plane strain conditions,
may be approximately estimated as that of a fault of width 2z
estly until the ongoing loading effects cause it to increase
in an elastic full spacewith the same stressdrop. This estimate
again.
is exact for antiplane (strike slip) faults, penetrating perpendicularly to the boundary of a half-space. It is not exact for
4. CONCLUSION
plane strain (thrust) faults, as are of concern here, nor is it
The results of an elementarymodel of stressvariation in
exact even for antiplane faults when the dip angle differs from
advance in our model. After traversal the stress reduces mod-

time through the earthquakecycle for coupled subduction
zones are compatible with seismicityobservationsfrom such
zonesaround the world. In particular,model simulationsare
compatible with the presenceof extensionalouter-riseearthquakes early in the cycle and compressionalones later in the
cycle and with extensional(normal) intraplate earthquakes,
downdip from the zones of main subduction events, in the
latter part of the cycle.Also, the model simulationsof interactions betweenpreslip in the thrust zone and stressingin the
descending
slabmay successfully,
thoughnonuniquely,explain
some observedseismicityepisodesand, also, precursoryseismic quiescence.
Accordingto the conceptsintroducedhere, the combination
of both moderatecompressionaleventsin the outer rise and
normal (tensional)intraplate events in the descendingslab
provide mechanicalsignalsthat stressesin both thoseregions
are attaining values comparable to the largest stressessustained in previous earthquake cycles.Correspondingly,the
high-compressionalstressin the oceanic plate and tensional
stressin the descendingslab imply that the locked thrust zone,
which impedesmotion of the ocean plate into it and of the
slab downdip, is subjectedto high shear loading. Thus the

90 ø. Thus we write

A = 4(1 -- v)zz/r•#

(A3)

where • --- 1 would correspond to the fault of width 2z in a full
space. Dmowska and Kostrov [1973] developed and solved
numerically an integral equation for the slip distribution on a
dip slip fault with uniform stressdrop. W. D. Stuart (private
communication, 1986) has recently used a similar formulation
and has kindly provided some estimatesof • for faults dipping
at 15ø into an elastic half-space with v = 0.25. He obtains
• = 0.56 for uniform z on a fault of width z. When the total

fault width is z/(1- •) and there is uniform •: over a deep
segment of the fault of width z but zero stressdrop over the
remaining shallow segment of width •z/(1- •), he obtains
• = 0.64 when • = 0.2 and • -- 0.70 when • --- 0.4. The latter
estimates assume that the shallow segment (i.e., that between
the trench and the upper edge of a great rupture zone) actually
slips in the great event. When the shallow segment is locked
against slip, • will be yet larger; its largest feasible value is
• -- 2, corresponding to •--} 1, with no slip over any but the
deep segment of width z sustaining stress drop z (this correspondsto the fault of width z in a full space).
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We have done the calculations

here for a value of B such

that (A2) and (A3) give identical results when • = 0.9. Equat-

plots of h'(x, t) and a'(x, t) shown in Figures 13-15. To speed
convergence,we extract the part of the seriesbehaving as 1In

ing the two determinesB1/2/z as a function of z/H. When
z = 3H, this gives B • 6H 2 which, taking v = 0.25, corre-

to write

sponds to b • 2.3H.

u'(x,
t)= WlT U(X,oo'0,z)S(t)
+ Re

=

i-•nn

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

U x,T' 0,z)--U(x,c•;0,z)]e2i•nt/T
[(2nzt
} (B10)

Let u'= u'(x)eizt be the responseof equations(2), (3), (4),
and (5) to A'= A'(x)e •t, where A'(x) is definedon 0 •_ x _• z
and, to fit the range of applications considered here, may be
assumed to have the rectangular form

/X'(x) =/x,'

• < x _<•t

A'(x) = 0

otherwise

where S(t) is the unit sawtooth of period T, as in Figure 12b

but with amplitudeequalto x,
2 that is, discontinuous
jump of
unity.

(B•)

To describe periodic earthquake cycles with preslip in the
thrust contact zone, 0 _• x _• z, we divide that region into seg-

ments. Slip A(x, t) is assumed to be spatially uniform in each
such segment. For example, Figure 16 shows a nine-segment
division of the thrust zone, of which the eight small segments
d2u'(x)/dx2 = a2(x)u'(x)-- A'(x)/B
(B2) over z/2 _• x _• z describe the preslip zone and the large segment over 0 _• x _• z/2 describesthe part which slips in the
where B = 2bH/(1- v), one deletes the term A'(x) outside
great event. Let k = 0 index the latter segment and k = 1-8
0 < x < z, and a(x) has positive real part and has piecewise
the smaller segments.A segmentis allowed to slip only at a
uniform values given by

where0 < • < r/< z and A,' is constant.Then (2),(3),(4), and
(5) require that

discretetime t• = jT/40 whenthe cycleis brokeninto 40 steps

a2(x)= ao2 • i2tffB(1+ i2t•)

--c• < x < 0

a2(x)= at2 --•(1 + 2i2t•)/B(1+ i2t•)

a2(x)= as2• 2ao2

0 _<x • z

(B3)

as in our Figures 17-20, wherej- 0, 1, 2, -.-, 39. Time to
correspondsto the large earthquake (and thus is equivalent to

t4o).Let Ak•betheslipstepin segment
k at time t•. Evidently,

z < X < oO
39

Hence the solution

in the various

domains

is

Aoo= [/rpl
T

A•,o = V•tT-- • A•,j

k >_1 (B11)

j=l

if(x) = Aoeo'øx

--oo < x < 0

u'(x)= Ateø•'x
+ Bte-ø•'x+ uv'(x)
u'(x) = Bse-•x

0< x< z

sinceeachzoneslipsby WlT in a cycle.NotethatAw = 0 for

(B4) j > 1 andthatA•,jfor k = 1-8 andj = 1-39 describes
thepre-

z < x < c•

whereue'(x)is the particularsolutionof (B2)corresponding
to

slip history.Once we convertA to A', we may calculateu'(x, t)
as the sum of responseto 9 x 40 slip historiesof type

(B 1), that is,

A'(x, t) = A•jS(t- tj)

• < x < qk

%'(x)= (A,'/2Bat2){sgn
(x -- •)[1 -- e-•'lx-d]

A'(x, t) = 0

otherwise

- sgn(x- r/)[1--e-•'lx-"]}

(BS)

where sgn (x) means "sign of x."
The constants Ao, A,, B,, and Bs must be chosen to make
u'(x) and du'(x)/dx continuous at x = 0 and x = z. They are
thus expressedby

At = (%- as)E(a
, -- ao)e-•,Zuv'(O)
+ (at + ao)Uv'(z)]/C

(B12)

where•, < x < rh,givestherangeof segment
k. Thusthesolution for u'(x, t), in responseto a history that includespreslip
and is repeated periodically, is

u'(x,t)= k=Oj=

Re n =1 •n

(B6)

e t = (at -- %)[(%+ as)e•'Zuv'(O)
+ (%- as)Uv'(z)]/C

W(x,
2-•
ß

where

C = (at + ao)(at + as)e•': -- (at -- ao)(at -- as)e-ø•':

Ao = [2a,/(a,+ ao)][At + uv'(0)]

(B7)

(B13)

(inpractice
theinfinitesums
arerearranged
asin (B10)above).
This solutionis usedwith (4) to calculatez/(x, t) alongthe

(B8)

thrust

Bs= [2ate•Z/(a
t + %)][Bte-•': + uv'(z)]

as
8

zt'(x,t)= •

Let the solution described for u'(x) in (B4)-(B8) be denoted

henceforthas A.'U(x, 2; 4, r/). Thus u'(x, t)= A.'U(x, 2; 4,
r/)ei*t is the displacementhistoryin responseto the slip history

contact

k=O

39

• A•qF•,(x,
t-- tfi

(B14)

j=O

where

A'(x,t) = A,'e•x'on • <_x _<r/andA'(x,t) = 0 otherwise.
The sawtooth A'(x, t) history of Figure 12, which is uniform
along 0 _<x _<z, has the Fourier representation as in (6). Thus
the solution in responseto that sawtooth history is

F&(x,
t)=(g){Re
[n=•
1(i•-•)U(x,
7' •,rll•)e
2i•nt/r]

U'(X,,)
=(V4)Re[,=•(•n)
1U(X,•-0,
2nit.
z)e2i•nt/T
] (B9)
and this solution, when used in (3) and (5), is the basis for the

--«S(t)[sgn
(x--½•,)
--sgn
(x--rh,)]
} (B15)

(again, the infinite sum is rearrangedin practice).Here sgn
(x)= +1 for x>0, and sgn (x)=--I
for x<0. When the
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for 201 moderate and large earthquakes of 1981, J. Geophys.Res.,

constraintof (B 11) is recognized,we have

88, 3247-3271,

8

k--O
8

39

t)-

t-

Res., 76, 7260-7292,

wherenowonlythe Anjof thepresliphistoryenter.Of course,
thefirsttermhererepresents
thesolutionwithoutpreslip,and
the summationcan be more simplyevaluatedin termsof the
stresshistory •,'(x, t) calculatedfrom (B10) and shown in
Figure 13.

In the preslipzone,k-- 1-8, we specifythe timestepj-j,(k) at whichsegment
k beginsto slip.For example,
thesegmentmarkedA in Figure16,whichwecallsegment
1, begins
at time t -- 31T/40, soj,(1)-- 31; that markedB, whichwe

callsegment
4, begins
at t -- 34T/40,soj.(4)-. 34.Thus
will benonzero
onlyforj --j.(k), j.(k) -t-1, ..., 39.ThenonzeroAnjare chosento maintaina fixedstressdrop AT.Thus
we require that

zt'(xn,t•.(k))-- rt'(xn,t•+) = A•:

1983.
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ß,'(x,t)= l/p,T• rk(x, t)

-
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(B17)

for eachsegment
k = 1, 2, ---, 8 andfor eachtimeforj =
j,(k), j.(k)+ 1, -.-, 39; here xn is the midpointpositionof
preslipsegment
k. Using(B16),thisprovidesas manylinear

equations
asthereareunknowns
ofthepreslip
history
An•.
We
solvethese
equations
numerically
for theAn•andinsertthe
resultsinto (B13) and (B16) to computethe stresshistories
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